PTFE

PRODUCT SUMMARY

MOLDED PTFE SHEET
3/16” TO 7” THICK IN VARIOUS SIZES
Virgin
Enflon® Filled PTFE
Virgin & Filled Modified PTFE
Etching is available upon request

MOLDED PTFE CYLINDER
1 1/8” OD TO 31” OD
STANDARD LENGTHS OF 3” UP TO 18”.
Virgin
Enflon® Filled PTFE
Virgin & Filled Modified PTFE

SKIVED PTFE SHEET
.001” TO .250” THICK
WIDTHS UP TO 72” WIDE
Virgin • Reprocessed
Enflon® Filled PTFE
Virgin & Filled Modified PTFE
Etching is available upon request

EXTRUDED PTFE TUBING
1/4” OD TO 2 1/2” OD
STANDARD LENGTHS OF 6’ & 12’.
Virgin • Reprocessed
Enflon® Filled PTFE

SKIVED PTFE TAPE
.001” TO .250” THICK
WIDTHS 1/2” WIDE & WIDER
Virgin • Reprocessed
Enflon® Filled PTFE
Virgin & Filled Modified PTFE
Etching is available upon request

EXTRUDED PTFE ROD
1/8” OD TO 4” OD
STANDARD LENGTHS OF 6’ & 12’.
Virgin • Reprocessed
Enflon® Filled PTFE
Virgin & Filled Modified PTFE

MOLDED PTFE ROD
1” OD TO 20 1/2” OD
LENGTHS OF 3” UP TO 18”
Virgin
Enflon® Filled PTFE
Virgin & Filled Modified PTFE

PRESSURE SENSITIVE PTFE TAPE
.003” TO .030” THICK
VARIOUS WIDTHS UP TO 48”.
Virgin • Reprocessed

ENFLON® FILLED PTFE
Glass-fill, carbon, graphite, bronze, moly & pigmented PTFE. etc. Blended with
Virgin PTFE

Consult Sales Office For Additional Information.

INDUSTRY LEADER IN PTFE PRODUCTS

U.S. Customers
Enflon LLC
Toll Free (888) 887-4093
ptfe@enflon.com

Canada and International Customers
Enflon Canada Ltd.
Toll Free (800) 561-0050
ptfe@enflon.com

ISO 9001:2015 Certified QMS